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In this paper, we propose a Statistical Cloud Assisted Reputation Estimation (sCARE) approach for serviceoriented environments in uncertain situations. sCARE uses the ratings from cooperating service consumers
to uniformly describe the randomness and fuzziness of the different submitted ratings, and their associated
relationships in quantitative terms. We also define discriminant functions to model the honesty (or lack
thereof) of the service raters. Experiment results show that our proposed model performs in a fairly accurate manner for a number of real-world scenarios. A comparison study with similar existing works is also
provided to assess sCARE’s performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) is a development, deployment, and management
paradigm that enables an organization to respond to new requirements efficiently. It
is a key enabler of the utility computing vision, where consumers subscribe to some
provider functionalities (aka services), and pay the providers based on their usage.
SOAs thus utilize services as the building blocks for developing software systems distributed within and across organizations. The most common realization of SOAs is
based on Web services. A Web service is a self-describing software application that
can be invoked on the Web using a set of standards (SOAP, REST, etc.) [Noor et al.
2014]. With the introduction of Web services, applications can now be automatically
invoked by other Web clients. A primary goal of the Web services technology is therefore enabling the use of Web services as independent components in Web enterprises,
that are automatically (i.e., without human intervention) formed as a result of consumer demand and which may dissolve post demand-completion [Medjahed et al. 2003]
[Barhamgi et al. 2008] [Benouaret et al. 2014].
Services are defined and designed as self-determining and self-governing components, usually offered by independent service providers. Thus, a services-based enterprise (or a service composition) may involve a number of a priori unknown participants, that have little or no prior knowledge of each other, leading to a fairly volatile
system in terms of reliability [Papazoglou and Georgakopoulos 2003]. Web services
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may make promises about the provided service and its associated quality but may fail
partially or fully to deliver on these promises bringing down the quality of the whole
enterprise. In automated services-based transactions, it is therefore imperative that
the party that is invoking the other Web service (the consumer) can assess the extent
to which the service being invoked (the provider) can provide the required functionality [Malik and Bouguettaya 2009b]. As a plethora service providers are expected to
compete in offering similar functionalities, a key requirement is then to accurately
assess and estimate the quality of service (QoS) delivered by them [Medjahed and
Bouguettaya 2005]. This “assured reliance on the character, ability, or strength” of the
service provider is usually referred to as trust [Malik and Bouguettaya 2009d]. Establishing trust is therefore a pre-condition for any transaction, and the challenge lies
in providing a framework for enabling the selection and composition of Web services
based on trust parameters [Noor et al. 2014]. The rationale behind the need for trust
is the necessity to interact with unknown entities that have varied QoS delivery levels [Bertino et al. 2004]. There is a growing consensus that the Web service ‘revolution’
would not eventuate until trust related issues are resolved [Birman 2006].
In a service-oriented environment, trust correlates to the ability of a service to perform the required functionality in an acceptable manner [Noor et al. 2013]. The lack
of a global monitoring system in SOAs makes trust assessment arduous, and often
inaccurate. In addition, the implicitly open and extensive nature of such networked
systems means that conventional approaches (e.g., authentication, access control, authorization, etc.) can only provide inadequate and scant solutions for instilling trust in
a priori unknown providers. For instance, a provider’s authentication or authorization
credentials cannot guarantee that it will exercise these privileges in an expected manner [Malik and Bouguettaya 2009a]. A number of research works show that one can
learn from the “wisdom of the crowd” (in the form of ratings and recommendations)
for trust estimation [Ben-Naim and Prade 2012] [Noor et al. 2014]. For example, several studies attribute eBay’s commercial success to its reputation mechanism [Houser
and Wooders 2005]. Reputation is a subjective assessment of a characteristic or an attribute ascribed to one entity by another based on observations or past experiences.
Normally experiences from more than one source (defined as ratings) are assimilated
to derive the reputation. This increases the subjectivity of trust and creates uncertainty. It has been shown in literature that avoiding unfair ratings to form an unbiased
and honest opinion about a service provider is a complex and problematic task [Birman
2006] [Ben-Naim and Prade 2012]. A number of solutions have been proposed in this
regard. However, most of these models simply filter, discard or discount the ratings,
despite the fact that “reviews are costly and in general not easily obtainable” [Haghpanah and desJardins 2012].
In recent years, theoretical and experimental research has explored the subjective
nature of trust. These works are primarily rooted in probability theory, evidence/belief
models, or fuzzy logic. Probability based models usually do not consider the element
of fuzziness in building trust [Bharadwaj and Al-Shamri 2009] [Shibin et al. 2009].
Since the reasoning is done in a purely statistical manner, they tend to over-formalize
trust’s subjectiveness. For example, Bayesian systems take binary ratings as input and
assess trust through updating of the beta probability density function [Whitby et al.
2005] [Sabater and Sierra 2003]. This process is fairly complex to comprehend and
implement, and loses the component of fuzziness inherent in trust assessment [Noor
et al. 2014]. Models based on evidence and belief theory exhibit similar characteristics
with added complexity [Jøsang 2001] [Shibin et al. 2009]. On the other hand, fuzzy
logic based systems use precise set memberships for defining fuzziness of subjective
trust. However, these solutions fail to consider the randomness and uncertainty of
membership in those fuzzy sets [He et al. 2004] [Niu et al. 2006]. In this paper, we
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propose an approach that incorporates the uncertainty and fuzziness in trust estimation to provide a comprehensive and accurate assessment. We use “the statistical cloud
model” [Li et al. 2009] in this regard, which integrates these concepts (uncertainty and
fuzziness), and their associated relationship in quantitative terms. Specifically,
— We define the ‘sCARE model’ for reputation assessment, based on three major functions.
— We define an intuitive and mathematically sound function to update rater credibilities.
— We define a reputation function based on the statistical cloud model, to evaluate
service provider trust.
— We provide comprehensive experiments and comparison study with similar existing
approaches to validate the proposed model.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview of the
proposed model and related background knowledge. Sections 3, 4, and 5 describe the
underlying components of our solution. Section 6 lists the experiments and verifies
the applicability of our proposed model in relation to some existing works. Section 7
provides a brief overview of the related work, while Section 8 concludes the paper.
2. THE PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we define our proposed approach that consolidates and integrates the
uncertain and fuzzy ratings submitted by different service raters to provide a unified
and holistic trust assessment of a given service provider. Our solution employs “the
statistical cloud model” which defines a way for modeling the transition between a
linguistic term of a qualitative concept and its quantitative representation under uncertain and fuzzy conditions.
2.1. Background: The Statistical Cloud Model

The basis of the statistical cloud model (or simply, the cloud model) is that fuzziness
and randomness are complementary and essentially inseparable concepts when considered in linguistic terms. It states that the concept of fuzzy membership functions
is not sufficient for representing the uncertainty and imprecision in real world settings, and probability theory needs to be incorporated to overcome this inadequacy. In
essence, a cloud model can uniformly describe the concepts of randomness, fuzziness,
and their relationship in quantitative terms. Experiment results have shown that the
cloud model exhibits higher levels of simplicity and robustness in comparison with traditional fuzzy logic and probability based methods [Li et al. 1998]. In the following, we
provide a brief overview of the cloud model. For further details, the interested reader
is referred to [Li et al. 2009].
Let U be the quantitative universe of discourse, and C denote a qualitative concept
associated with U . If a ∈ U is a random realization of C, and µ(a) ∈ [0, 1] is a random
variable with stable tendency denoting the degree of certainty for a belonging to C:
µ : U [0, 1]

∀a ∈ U

a → µ(a)

The distribution of a in U is called the cloud (denoted C(A)) and each a is called a
cloud drop. Note that in probabilistic terms, a ∈ U is not a simple random number
but it has a certainty degree, which itself is also random and not a fixed number. The
cloud is composed of a number of drops, which are not necessarily ordered. The underlying character of the qualitative concept is expressed through all cloud drops. Hence
the overall feature of the concept is more precisely represented by a large number of
drops. The certainty degree of each cloud drop defines the extent to which the drop
can represent the concept accurately. Formally, a cloud’s quantitative representation
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is defined over a set of N ordered pairs (ai , bi ), where ai is a cloud drop, and bi is its
certainty degree, with 1 ≤ i ≤ N .
A one-dimension normal cloud model’s qualitative representation can be represented
by a triple of quantitative characteristics: Expected value (Ex), Entropy (En) and
Hyper-Entropy (He). Ex is the expectation of the cloud drops’ distribution, i.e., it corresponds to the center of gravity of the cloud (containing elements fully compatible with
the qualitative concept). En represents the uncertainty measurement of a qualitative
concept. It is determined by both the randomness and fuzziness of the concept. En
indicates how many elements could be accepted to the qualitative linguistic concept.
He is a measure of the dispersion on the cloud drops. It can also be considered as En’s
uncertainty. Vector ~v = (Ex, En, He) is called the eigenvector of a cloud [Li et al. 1998].
The transformation of a qualitative concept expressed by Ex, En, and He to a quantitative representation expressed by the set of numerical cloud drops is performed by
the forward cloud generator [Li et al. 2009]. Given these three digital characteristics
(Ex, En, He), and the number of cloud drops to be generated (N ), the forward cloud
generator can create these N cloud drops in the data space with a certainty degree
for each drop that each drop can represent the qualitative concept. The procedure is:
(1) Generate a normally distributed random number F with mean En and standard
deviation He. (2) Generate a normally distributed random number a with mean Ex
−

(a−Ex)2

and standard deviation F . (3) Calculate b = e 2(F )2 . (4) (x, y) represents a cloud drop
in the universe of discourse. (5) Repeat Steps 1-4 until N cloud drops are generated.
Using this algorithm, the quantitative value of the cloud drops is thus determined by
the standard normal form distribution function. Hence, the certainty degree function
adopts a bell-shaped curve. This is similar to the one adopted in fuzzy set theory. As
mentioned earlier, the normal cloud model is therefore an inclusive model based on
probability theory and fuzzy set theory, and is able to depict randomness in the former
and fuzziness in the latter. For these reasons we build our trust estimation solution
upon the statistical cloud model. For further details on the model and accompanying
examples, the interested reader is referred to [Li et al. 2009].
2.2. The sCARE Model: An Overview

We propose a statistical cloud assisted reputation estimation (sCARE) model to estimate provider trust. sCARE is distributed in nature, where in contrast to third-partybased traditional approaches for trust management, no single entity is responsible for
collecting, updating, and disseminating ratings provided by different consumers. Each
service consumer records its own perceptions of the reputation of only the services it actually invokes. For each service si that it has invoked, a service consumer j maintains
a rating Rij representing j’s perception of si ’s behavior. Different strategies may be
adopted in updating Rij which represents only consumer j’s perception of the provider
si ’s reputation. Other service consumers may differ or concur with j’s observation of si .
A service consumer that inquires about the reputation of a given service provider from
its peers may get various Rij “feedbacks.” To estimate si ’s behavior, all these feedbacks
need to be aggregated. Assume L denotes the set of service consumers which have interacted with si in the past and are willing to share their ratings. We assume that L is
not empty, i.e., some service willing to share information can be found:
^
(Rix )
(1)
T rust(si ) =
x∈L

where represents the aggregation function. Equation 1 provides a first approximation of how the trust may be assessed. However, it involves a number of factors that
are discussed in the following.
V
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Let R ∈ Rn be the ratings matrix, v ∈ Rn be the majority ratings vector, and w ∈ Rm
be the credibility vector of the respective raters. We define a credibility value for each
rater to indicate how much weightage should be given to the rater’s reported rating
(in terms of the service provider’s trust estimation). The entry Rij then represents the
rating for a service provider si assigned/submitted by the rater j: R = [r1 ...rn ], where ri
lies in the interval [0,1]. The service providers, raters and their corresponding ratings
form a bipartite graph which can be represented using an n × m adjacency matrix A;
i.e., Aij = 1 if si has a rating from rater j, and 0 otherwise. For conciseness here we
assume that each si has received a rating from every rater, i.e., Aij = 1 ∀i, j. Note that
in reality this will hardly be the case, and the Aij will be a sparse matrix at best. The
difference (d) between a rater j’s submitted rating is defined as the Euclidean distance
to the majority rating vector v:
d = |rj − v|
(2)
Equation 2 provides an estimate of each rater’s variance compared to the majority
rating vector. The proposed model is then governed by three primary functions:
(1) the majority function
J : Rm → Rm : J(r) = v,
gives the majority rating vector depending on the submitted ratings R;
(2) the credibility function
G : R n → Rm
≥0 : G(v) = w,
gives the credibility weight vector for the raters depending on d as defined in Eq. 2.
(3) the reputation function
F : Rm → Rn : F (w) = ℜ,
gives the service provider reputation, based on the credibility weights of the raters,
and the rating matrix R.
3. THE MAJORITY FUNCTION IN SCARE

A number of successful online shopping stores (e.g., Amazon, eBay, YAHOO! Shopping, etc.) use customer feedbacks to indicate provider ability / dependability. These
reputation systems are centralized in nature that mainly rely on the numerical values obtained from the diverse customers. The numerical values are then aggregated to
obtain a single ‘trust’ value, which may not precisely conclude the trustworthiness of
the providers. In some systems, the numerical trust value is also complemented with
some textual explanation. For instance, in eBay (a standout reputation system) the
purchasers and vendors can rate one another on a three point scale, with +1 for a positive rating, 0 for impartial, and -1 for a negative rating. The transaction participants
are also asked to leave a textual feedback rating. However, the eBay reputation framework computes trust as a summation of all negative and positive ratings received.
Undoubtedly, such evaluations are not always precise. Consider a seller with 50 positive feedbacks, and another with 300 positive and 250 negative ratings. Using eBay’s
model, both will end up with the same trust rating (+50) [Malaga 2001]. Since humans
are involved directly in processing the provided information (reputation value plus
textual feedback), this model has prospered [Resnick and Zeckhauser 2002] [Houser
and Wooders 2005]. The failure of automated frameworks to reason in a human-like
manner implies that such literal feedbacks may not prove completely fruitful, and an
eBay-like framework may not be pragmatic for services-based interactions. Similarly,
some other online businesses (e.g., Amazon) use a simple-averaging model. Although
this method is an improvement, it still does not accurately reflect the reputation as
seen in the real world. For instance, a combination of very high and very low ratings would yield the same average as one with all moderate ratings. Therefore, it is
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well-accepted that defining an evaluations framework that is sufficiently powerful to
recognize and alleviate the impacts of variable ratings is critical [Whitby et al. 2005].
In regards to the aforementioned issues, a number of research works screen the
ratings based on their divergence from the majority opinion. Some notable mentions
include Beta Deviation Feedback [Buchegger and Boudec 2004], Beta Filtering Feedback [Whitby et al. 2005], Likemindedness [Walsh and Sirer 2005], and Entropy-Based
Screening [Weng et al. 2005]. In this work, we use the same principle to mitigate discrepancies originating due to unfair or conflicting rater testimonies. The underlying
proposition is to increase a rater’s credibility (and hence weight of the reported rating)
if the reported rating agrees with the majority of the ratings that are reported for that
particular provider in a specific time instance, and decreased otherwise. Unlike majority of existing frameworks, we assume that divergence from the majority may occur
due to an original experience. Thus, we do not simply disregard or discard the rating, and only modify the credibility value, but still incorporate the diverging opinion.
We use a data clustering technique to define the majority opinion by grouping similar
feedback ratings together[Vu et al. 2005]. The “majority refinement” (MR) property
in our model then states that ratings that differ from the majority opinion should be
assigned less weight. We use the k-mean clustering algorithm on all current reported
ratings to create the clusters. The most densely populated cluster is then labeled as
the “majority cluster” and the centroid of the majority cluster is taken as the majority
rating (denoted v):
v = centroid(max(Γk ))
∀k
(3)

where k is the total number of clusters, max() gives the cluster Γ with the largest
membership and centroid() gives the centroid of a given cluster.
4. THE CREDIBILITY FUNCTION IN SCARE

The foremost drawback of feedback-only based systems is that all ratings are assumed
to be honest and unbiased. For instance, in an averaging model, the feedbacks from
all raters are weighed equally so the final service provider reputation comes out as
a simple average of the submitted ratings. Similarly, in PageRank-based techniques
where a random walk of the network is accepted as a viable model of Web surfing,
trust assessment equates to the acceptance of trust transitivity, i.e., if X trusts Y and
Y trusts Z, then it is implied that X should trust Z. However, in the real world we
clearly distinguish between the testimonies of our sources and weigh the “trusted”
ones more than others [Tennenholtz 2004]. A Web service that provides satisfactory
service (in accordance with its promised quality (QoSp )), may get incorrect or false
ratings from different evaluators due to several malicious motives. In order to cater
for such “bad-mouthing” or collusion possibilities, a trust framework should weigh the
ratings of highly credible raters more than consumers with low credibilities [Delgado
and Ishii 1999] [Xiong and Liu 2004] [Malik and Bouguettaya 2009b].
In our model, the final trust value is calculated according to the credibility scores
of the raters (used as the weight). The credibility weight for the rater is updated at
each reputation assessment instance, and is weighted according to the existing rater
credibility. Hence, we can write function G as:

w1 ± g(d1 )


..
G(v) = 

.
wm ± g(dm )


(4)

where wj is the credibility of rater j, ± indicates that w is either increased or decreased
by the factor obtained from the discriminant function g. G satisfies the MR-property
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if its associated discriminant function g : R → R is non-negative. Moreover, for the
case where the credibility weight is to be increased (+), G would be monotonically
increasing, and decreasing otherwise. In [Laureti et al. 2006], Laureti et al. define a
discriminant function g(d) = dk (with k ≥ 0). We propose g(d) = wt × θ × (1 − dj ), and
g(d) = e−τ d as the two discriminant functions (to be discussed later) for the credibility
weight increase and decrease respectively. Since all transactions may not be equally
weighed in terms of their importance, a service consumer may decide to decrease a
dishonest rater’s credibility according to the transaction’s “impact”. The transaction
impact factor (τ ) lies in the range [0, 1] and is assigned a high value for high impact
transactions, and vice versa by the service consumer.
DEFINITION 1: The quadratic MR system is a system of equations in the reputations
rt of service providers, and the credibility weights wt of raters that evolve over discrete
time t according to the rating matrix R, with starting weights potentially being equal:
R × wt
rt = F (wt ) = Pm
j=1 wj

(5)

wt = G(v t )

(6)

Note that in Def. 1 above, we have defined F (w) as simply a weighted average of all
the ratings. This is only done for the sake of simplicity, and in this paper we use the
statistical cloud model (defined previously) instead.
DEFINITION 2: The proposed model is a quadratic MR system, with a positive transaction impact τ , and the discriminant function(s) g(d) with
wt+1 = {

wt + {wt × θ × (1 − dj )}
wt × e−τ dj

dj < θ
otherwise

(7)

where w lies in the interval [0, 1] with 0 identifying a completely dishonest rater
and 1 an honest one. θ is a pre-defined threshold for acceptable d values. If d is less
than θ, it means that the rater’s submitted rating is ‘close’ to the majority opinion.
Per Definition 2 above, the rater credibility is thus increased in a linear manner.
Otherwise, the rater’s credibility is decreased exponentially by a factor of d, i.e.,
greater the d, more the rater credibility will decrease. This is in accordance with the
sociological trust building process where it is difficult to gain inter-personal trust, but
easy to lose it.
Let us now look at the two discriminant functions defined above. We can see that
Eq. 7 forms a quadratic MR system, which can lead to another similar system where τ
is not the transaction importance factor, but a number based on the variance of ratings.
The probability density function f for ratings rj with a given v and the variance in the
ratings σ is given then by:
f (rj |v, σ) =

Y
i

√

(Rij −v)2
1
e− σ 2
2πσ

Note that the above applies when dj ≥ θ, i.e., the distance from the majority rating in
the current time instance is above the acceptable threshold. For simplicity, we assume
that σ holds the same value for all raters, independent of their dj . If we do not base
the credibility values of raters on their past behavior (as done in Equation 7), then
the same variance may lead to limitations in the model. However, since wt+1 depends
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on wt in our model, this is an acceptable assumption, and a more complex method
is not strictly desired. We can recover the quadratic MR system with g(d) = e−τ d by
considering the iterations on the ratings, and those on the weights as:
 n t+1 


f (r1 |v, σ)
e − σ 2 d1
√




..
..
−n

wt+1 = 
 = ( 2πσ) 
.
.


n t+1
f (rm |v, σ)
e − σ 2 dm

From above we can see that τ in this case turns out to be proportional to the inverse
of the variance, i.e., σn2 . This implies that if σ is large enough, τ is decreased, and
varying rater opinions are accepted more, leading to g being less discriminating and
hence wt+1 decreasing at a slightly lower rate (but still monotonically decreasing).
The discriminant function from Equation 7 (for dj < θ) is based on an affine function involving the distances and past credibilities of raters, and the associate system
has a statistical interpretation. For this purpose, we can use the log-likelihood of the
probability density function above. This is similar to the degree of belief for each rater
used in [Zhang et al. 2006]. The MR system with g(d) = wt × θ × (1 − dj ) may then be
obtained by considering:


f (r1 |v, σ)


..
wt+1 = log 

.
f (rm |v, σ)

where log is to be applied component-wise.
The objective function that the system maxP
P
imizes, can then be defined as j wt dj − θ2 j wt d2j . The first term is merely a weighted
average of the submitted ratings and hence maximized as such, while the latter is maximized by taking v in [0, 1]n . Therefore, the proposed solution provides a compromise
between the average and the solution that diverges from this average (using the majority rating). We can also analyze the definition of r, as given in Equation 5- 7 and its
convergence property. It can be seen that the scalar function ζ : [0, 1]m → R : r 7→ ζ(r)
defined in these equations is continuous. If rt and rt+1 are two successive iterations of
r, then we can state that the two terms are associated with each other as
rt+1 = rt + α.gradζ(rt )
where α > 0 is a constant, and grad denotes the gradient of ζ in rt pointing to the
greatest ascent direction (respectively descent, for decreasing credibilities). Thus,
one iteration corresponds to taking the direction of greatest ascent/descent with a
step length lt = α.||gradζ(rt )||2 . Moreover, the strictness of the ascent (corresponding
descent) can be shown for lt , such that ζ(r[t]) < ζ(r[t + 1]) (and > vice versa). Let
c be a constant, such that α ≥ c > 0, then lt is also lower (alt. upper) bounded by
c||gradζ(r[t])||2 , and therefore monotonically converges on r to the maximizer (alt.
minimizer) of ζ on [0, 1]m .
Credibility Bootstrapping: In cases where no Crt exists, i.e., the rater and consumer
have not previously interacted, the rater’s initial credibility is set at the middle (0.5)
to indicate impartiality (on a scale from 0 to 1). However, previous research has
shown that assigning pre-defined high or average values may encourage “reputation
white-washing”. Interested readers are referred to [Malik and Bouguettaya 2009c]
for a detailed discussion, and alternative models for bootstrapping rater credibility.
Therefore, we dampen the bootstrap value by weighing in the consumer’s pessimistic/optimistic preferences towards services interactions, i.e., Crbootstrap = 0.5 × λ;
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where λ denotes the consumer’s pessimistic/optimistic preference in the range [0,
1]. A high λ value indicates an optimistic consumer, one that is willing to trust the
testimony of a new rater. Alternatively, λ ≤ 0.5 indicates a pessimistic consumer. The
choice of λ is at the discretion of the service consumer. However, to provide a better
estimate of the consumer’s propensity to accept, we set λ as the ratio of the total
number of times the ratings submissions (by all raters) are deemed useful (k) by the
service consumer, over the total number of rating submissionsPreceived by the service
k
U
consumer (n) [Lam and Riedl 2004]. The λ factor is: λ = Pmi=1 Rix where Ui is the
x=1
submission where the rater was termed honest (i.e., d ≤ θ) and Rx denotes the total
number of rating submissions.
Credibility Update: Note that g(d) as defined in Equation 7 provides w to be used in
the reputation function (defined below). However, its value is not final, i.e., w is also
updated after the service requester’s personal experience (p1 ...pm ) for that time instance. If the difference between pj and each rater i’s submitted rating Rij falls under
a pre-determined threshold β, it is left as is, otherwise it is decremented by γ ∈ [0, 1].
The choice of γ is left at the discretion of the service requester. The lower the value, the
more pessimistic is the consumer and higher values of γ are suitable for optimistic consumers. We define a pessimistic consumer as one that does not trust the raters easily
and reduces their credibility drastically on each false feedback. On the other hand, optimistic consumers tend to forgive dishonest feedbacks assuming that the difference in
opinion could be due to environmental factors (e.g., network delay, etc.), or a “one-off ”
instance. Then:
wt+1
|pj − Rij | < β
(8)
wt+1 = { t+1
w
×γ
otherwise
5. THE REPUTATION FUNCTION IN SCARE

As mentioned earlier, the credibilities of the raters (calculated in the previous step)
are used to assess the service provider’s reputation. Since service provider ratings decay with time all the past reputation data may be of little or no importance [Malik
and Bouguettaya 2009b], [Marti and Garcia-Molina 2004]. For instance, a Web service performing inconsistently in the past may ameliorate its behavior. Alternatively,
a service’s performance may degrade over time. It may be the case that considering
all historical data may provide incorrect reputation scores. In order to counter such
discrepancies, we incorporate temporal sensitivity in our proposed model. The rating
submissions are time-stamped to assign more weight to recent observations and less
to older ones. This is termed as “reputation fading” where older perceptions gradually
fade and fresh ones take their place. We adjust the value of the ratings as:
t+1
t
Rij
= Rij
∗ fd

(9)

where Rij is as defined above and fd is the reputation fader. In our model, the recent
most rating has the fader value 1 while older observations are decremented for each
time interval passed. When fd = 0, the consumer’s rating is not considered as it is
outdated. The “time interval” is an assigned factor, which could be anywhere from
a single reputation inquiry, ten inquiries or even more than that. All inquiries that
are grouped in one time interval are assigned the same fader value. In this way,
the service consumer can define its own temporal sensitivity degree. For example, a
service can omit the fader value’s effect altogether by assigning it a null value. We
propose to use a fader value that can then be calculated as: fd = √1P , where Pu is the
u
time interval difference between the present time and the time in which the rating
was collected from the rater. This allows the convergence of reputation to a very small
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value as time passes. Note that the consumer can assign a group of ratings collected at
different times to have the same time-stamp, and hence lie in the same time interval.
Other complex values for the fader are also acceptable.
Characteristics Extraction: In the statistical cloud model, the backward cloud generator allows transformation of the cloud model from its quantitative representation to a
qualitative one. We incorporate rater credibility values and majority rating to produce
the three digital characteristics of the cloud (Ex, En, He). Given a set of N ratings
Rij (j = 1, 2, ..., N ), we can extract the three characteristics as:
(1) Update Rij values using fd , for all ratings (including previous time instances).
(2) For each rater j, update wj (using equations defined previously).
(3) Calculate
PN
j=1 (wj Rij )
Ex = PN
j=1 wj
(4) Calculate

En =
(5) Calculate

r

π
×
2

PN

wj |Rij − Ex|
PN
j=1 wj

j=1

vP
u N
u j=1 wj (Rij − Ex)2
PN
− (En)2
He = t
′
(N −1) j=1 wj
N′

where N ′ is the number of non-zero credibilities.
Reputation Estimation: The next step is using the three discovered characteristics to
make a subjective assessment of the provider’s trust. Since He is a measure of En’s
uncertainty, we only use Ex and He to quantify the provider’s trust and the associated uncertainty. This allows us to consider the latest majority view of the provider’s
reputation and the decentralization of ratings from it. A higher value of Ex therefore indicates high reputation, while a small He indicates the stability of the ratings
around this decision. Intuitively this makes sense, but for a large N , making these
comparisons is non-trivial. For instance, Ex and He can occur together in one of four
forms: one is high/low the other is low/high, both are high, or both are low. Therefore, to
quantify the relationship between the two characteristics, i.e., the provider (si )’s trust
assessment, we use:

He
1 − Ex+He if Ex 6= 0 N He > θ;
T rust(si ) = Ex
if He ≤ θ;

0
if Ex = 0;

sCARE Example: Here, we discuss a hypothetical scenario for reputation estimation
using the proposed sCARE approach. Assume that a consumer x wants to conduct
business with a service provider si . x queries a number of services for si ’s reputation
and receives a ratings vector of {0.5, 0.2, 0.5, 0.2, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.3, 0.4} from raters
{j=1 through 10}. Moreover, assume that all these raters have prior credibilities of
{0.6, 0.6, 0.5, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.4, 0.5, 0.35, 0.35} stored with x. In a simple weightedaverage scheme, si ’s reputation will be 0.46, (note that even in a weighted-average
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scheme we need a mechanism to update rater credibilities). In the proposed sCARE
approach, we start by using the majority function (Equation 3), which yields a majority
rating of 0.5. The next step is computing d (Equation 2) for each rj . The resulting vector
is {0, 0.3, 0, 0.3, 0, 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2, 0.1}. Assume that x has set a threshold (θ) of 0.1,
i.e., if d is greater than 0.1, the credibility of rj is decreased, and increased otherwise
(Equation 7). The resulting credibility vector is then {0.66, 0.49, 0.55, 0.08, 0.33, 0.55,
0.37, 0.44, 0.31, 0.33}. Note that here we assume that the transaction impact factor
(τ ) is set to 1, i.e., each transaction is equally important. Moreover, Equation 8 is not
applied to dilute the rater credibilities. The next step is using the reputation function,
i.e., calculate Ex, En, and He. Table I shows the intermediate calculations, and the
resulting values are 0.48, 0.13, and 0.06. Since He is less than θ, we choose T rust(si )
as Ex (from the Reputation Estimation equation above), i.e. 0.48. Note that this value
is closer to the majority rating, considering all rater credibilities (updating them as
well) in comparison with a simple weighted average-scheme. A detailed experimental
study is presented next to show how reputations and credibilities evolve under sCARE.
Table I. Sample Calculations
rj
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.2
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.3
0.4
v = 0.5

d
0
0.3
0
0.3
0
0
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
Ex = 0.48

wt
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.1
0.3
0.5
0.4
0.5
0.35
0.35
4.2

wt+1
0.66
0.49
0.55
0.08
0.33
0.55
0.37
0.44
0.31
0.33
4.11
En = 0.13

wt+1 rj
0.33
0.1
0.28
0.02
0.17
0.28
0.23
0.31
0.1
0.13
1.96

wt+1 |rj − Ex|
0.02
0.13
0.02
0.02
0.01
0.02
0.05
0.1
0.05
0.02
0.44
He = 0.06

wt+1 (rj − Ex)2
0.000594
0.035721
0.000495
0.005832
0.000297
0.000495
0.006253
0.023276
0.008959
0.001617
0.08

6. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we provide experiment results to indicate the robustness of the
proposed model (sCARE). We show the performance of sCARE in estimating the
reputation of different service provider behaviors given variable honest and dishonest
ratings. We also compare the overall performance of sCARE, with two similar works.
The experiment environment (which mimics real-world service Web interactions) is
controlled in the sense that we can monitor the genuine QoS delivered by the service
providers, and hence can evaluate their ‘actual’ trust values. It is assumed that in
each time instance, service consumers and providers interact with each other and at
the end of the interaction, service consumers rate the service providers. Therefore,
the fader value (fd ) is set to 1. For experimental and data gathering purposes, we
assume that each service provider offers a single operation that can be invoked by the
service consumers. As mentioned previously, the sCARE model (and similar works)
estimates the service provider reputations according to the ratings provided by the
service raters. The performance of the reputation estimation model is then assessed
as the variation between the actual and the calculated reputation. Although system
performance related to reputation storage and collection overheads is important, it is
out of the scope of this work.
Setup: The experiment service Web environment consists of hundred (100) Web services. One round of provider-consumer interactions completes in 1000 time-instances.
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For data gathering purposes, we execute fifteen of these rounds, and report the averages in the following. We have used five QoS attributes in the experiments, namely:
encryption, availability, invocation fee, response time and authentication (since using
more than one criterion provides a better evaluation of the service provider). The
values to these attributes are assigned according to a pre-defined rating scheme. We
used the the WSDream QoS-Dataset [Zheng and Lyu 2010] to model the different
service quality behaviors. This data-set contains around 150 Web services distributed
in computer nodes located all over the world (i.e., distributed in 22 different countries),
where each Web service is invoked 100 times by a service user. Planet-Lab is employed
for monitoring the Web services. The service users observe, collect, and contribute
the QoS data of the selected services that is used in modeling rater credibilities, and
provider quality patterns.
Distribution of Raters: Analogous to the real-world, a rater is classified as either
being honest or dishonest. The classification is performed according to their ratings
reporting accuracy. For instance, honest raters tend to provide the true/actual rating
for the experienced QoS, while a dishonest rater deviates from the actual rating by at
least 0.3. Say the provider’s trust value was 0.9, then a dishonest rater would generate
a value between [0.1 and 0.59]. The rater class (honest vs. dishonest) is chosen using
a capped Gaussian distribution in our experiments. Moreover, there are primarily
three ways in which the honest and dishonest raters can co-exist: Honest raters can
form the majority, equal proportion of honest and dishonest raters can be present, or
dishonest raters can form the majority. We choose a significant majority (80% vs. 20%
raters) for case one and three.
Provider Strategies: To simulate real-world behaviors, we divide the service
providers into five groups. Each group consists of twenty members (100 total as mentioned above). Service providers in the first group perform with consistently high QoS
values, while the second group performs in an opposite manner, i.e., with consistently
low QoS values. The third group consists of strategic providers that attempt to take
advantage of the consumers by providing high QoS in the beginning, but around the
500th. time instance they start to provide lower QoS values. As mentioned in [Xiong
and Liu 2004], this behavior is termed as reputation “milking”, where the aim is to
build a good reputation in the beginning and then take advantage of the established
goodwill. The next group (four) of providers are those that perform in a manner opposite to the third group, i.e. with initially low QoS, after 500 time instances their performance improves. These providers acknowledge their low performance (which may
be due to a number of factors in the real-world), and act upon it towards improvement.
The fifth provider group performs with random QoS values, i.e., these providers do
not follow any given pattern. In one times instance, their QoS may be high, and in
the next it may either improve or degrade. The above mentioned groups of providers
and combinations thereof, envelop any provider delivered QoS behavior, and are hence
representative of the real-world.
sCARE Performance with Variable Rater and Provider Behaviors

Honest Rater Majority: In the first experiment, we set 80% of the raters to behave honestly, i.e., their credibilities are constantly improving, while the rest 20% of the raters
should have their credibilities reduced (on account of being dishonest). Figure 1 shows
the effect of this inequality in estimating the provider’s reputation for the five provider
behaviors defined above (labeled A through E). For instance, Figure 1-C shows the case
of a provider that performs with high QoS values (denoted original performance in the
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7. RELATED WORK

Trust assessment involves several components, including modeling, data collection,
data storage, communication, assessment, and safeguards. Over the years, varied disciplines including economics, computer science, marketing, politics, sociology, and psychology have studied reputation-based trust in several contexts [Dellarocas 2003]. In
the recent past, these research activities have gained momentum. In computer science,
reputation has been studied both in theoretical areas and practical applications. Theoretical areas where reputation has been studied include game theory [Ely and Valimaki 2003], Bayesian networks [Wang and Vassileva 2003], overlay networks,[Rocha
et al. 2006] and social networks [Buskens 1998] to name a few. Theoretical literature
that addressed reputation focused on proving properties of systems based on reputation. For example, results from game theory demonstrate that there are inherent
limitations to the effectiveness of reputation systems when participants are allowed
to start over with new names [Resnick et al. 2000]. In [Huberman and Wu 2003], the
authors study the dynamics of reputation, i.e., growth, decay, oscillation, and equilibria. Practical literature on reputation is mainly concerned with the applications of
reputations. Major applications where reputation has been effectively used include
e-business, peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, grid computing systems [Azzedin and Maheswaran 2002], multi-agent systems [Sabater and Sierra 2003], Web search engines,
and ad-hoc network routing [Boudec 2002]. In the following, we give a brief overview
of a few reputation management frameworks for P2P systems and Web services since
these are closely related to our research.
BRS [Whitby et al. 2005], BLADE [Regan et al. 2006], and TRAVOS [Teacy et al.
2005] are examples of systems that use Bayesian models to assess the reputations of
service providers. The underlying technique is to use the number of satisfactory and
unsatisfactory interactions with the service providers and categorize them as ratings.
Then, based on statistical analysis (e.g., outlier detection) dishonest ratings are filtered
out. A primary drawback of such approaches is that a large amount of relevant information may be categorized as dishonest, and hence discarded. Moreover, these models
(e.g., TRAVOS) assume that service providers behave consistently, which might not be
the case in real-world scenarios. However, unlike BRS and TRAVOS, BLADE presents
a Bayesian model in which dishonest ratings are still considered through a learning
approach (similar to ours), in which raters that provide ratings similar to the service
consumer’s own experience are weighed higher. This implies that BLADE works well
in situations where raters are “extreme”, i.e. very honest or very dishonest. GMGC is
a similar model developed by Chen and Singh [Chen and Singh 2001] which computes
rater credibilities. The approach first calculates quality and confidence values of each
rating given by the rater to an object. It then computes the quality and confidence values of all ratings for the objects in each category or subcategory. This may prove to be a
major limitation in systems with complex object categorization in terms of computation
time. The Probabilistic Reputation (PRep) model [Haghpanah and desJardins 2012] is
another probabilistic model based on Bayesian learning. In PRep, an agent gathers
information about a target agent through both direct interactions, and reviewer ratings. It then learns the reporting agent’s behavior by comparing these two sources .
The PRep agent can then interpret other ratings for other agents coming from the
same rater. A primary limitation of this approach is the requirement of similar rated
subjects, which is unlikely in a SOA.
The effects of applying reputation in using game theoretic approaches has also been
studied. For example, Harsanyi Agents Pursuing Trust in Integrity and Competence
(HAPTIC) [Smith and desJardins 2009], is game theory and probabilistic modeling
based framework in which agents learn other agents’ behaviors using direct experi-
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ences. HAPTIC models trust using two components: competence and integrity. A HAPTIC agent observes the behavior of other agents and estimates their competence and
integrity. This information is then used for interacting with other agents. A major limitation of HAPTIC is that it does not support reported experiences. Another typical
problem where game theory was instrumental is the entrance deterrence problem, also
known as Selten’s chain store game [Selten 1978]. In this game, a multi-market monopolist faces a finite sequence of potential entrants. Each entrant observes the actions
taken in the previous markets and chooses whether to enter the market monopolized
by the incumbent firm (based on reputation). Another reputation-related issue studied in game theory is the effect of changing identities on reputation systems. Results
from game theory demonstrate that there are inherent limitations to the effectiveness
of reputation systems when participants are allowed to start over with new names
[Resnick et al. 2000].
PeerTrust [Xiong and Liu 2004] is a P2P reputation management framework used
to quantify and compare the trustworthiness of peers. In PeerTrust, the authors have
proposed to decouple feedback trust from service trust, which is similar to the approach
undertaken in this paper. Similarly, it is argued that peers use a similarity measure to
weigh opinions of those peers highly who have provided similar ratings for a common
set of past partners. However, this may not be feasible for large P2P systems, where
finding a statistically significant set of such past partners is likely to be difficult. In
[Kamvar et al. 2003], the EigenTrust system is presented, which computes and publishes a global reputation rating for each node in a network using an algorithm similar
to Google’s PageRank [Page et al. 1998]. EigenTrust centers around the notion of transitive trust, where feedback trust and service trust are coupled together. Peers that are
deemed honest in resource sharing are also considered credible sources of ratings information. This is in contrast with our approach and we feel this approach may not be
accurate. Moreover, the proposed algorithm is complex and assumes existence of pretrusted peers in the network. PowerTrust [Zhou and Hwang 2007] is a “distributed
version” of EigenTrust. It states that the relationship between users and feedbacks
on eBay follow a Power-law distribution. It exploits the observation that most feedback comes from few “power” nodes to construct a robust and scalable trust modeling
scheme. In PowerTrust, nodes rate each interaction and compute local trust values.
These values are then aggregated to evaluate global trust through random walks in
the system. Once power nodes are identified, these are used in a subsequent lookahead random walk that is based on Markov chain to update the global trust values.
Power nodes are used to assess the reputation of providers in a ”system-wide absolute”
manner. This is in contrast with our approach where each consumer maintains control
over the aggregation of ratings to define a provider’s reputation. Moreover, PowerTrust
requires a structured overlay (for DHT), and the algorithms are dependent on this architecture. In contrast, service-oriented environments or the Web in general do not
exhibit such structure.
In [Maximillien and Singh 2002], a distributed model for Web service reputation is
presented. The model enables a service’s clients to use their past interactions with that
service to improve future decisions. The authors present an approach that provides a
conceptual model for reputation that captures the semantics of attributes. A similar
reputation-based model using a node’s first hand interaction experience is presented
in [Rocha et al. 2006]. The goal of the model is to increase/maintain QoS values in
selfish overlay networks. The authors show that in presence of a reputation management system, an overlay network discourages selfish nodes. This increases the QoS
guarantees in the network. The proposed model considers a node’s first hand interaction experience and peer testimonials for deriving node reputations. In this regard, the
reputation building process in [Rocha et al. 2006] is similar to our approach. However,
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the proposed reputation model may not be completely robust and may not provide
accurate results. First, the individual experience takes time to evolve over repeated
interactions. Second, no distinction is made between the node’s service credibility in
satisfying consumer requests and its rating credibility. It may be the case that a node
performs satisfactorily but does not provide authentic testimonials. We provide an extensive mechanism to overcome these and similar inadequacies.
A reputation-based trust mechanism for cloud environments is presented in [Wu
2012]. It uses fuzzy logic to handle uncertain and incomplete trust reports on the cloud.
The way this approach deals with uncertainty is limited to using a fuzzy rules table
(e.g., “good”, “low”) to decide about the cloud service quality. [Lu et al. 2014] defines
a trust model based on two types of quality of service parameters: objective parameters such as execution time and subjective parameters such as qualitative parameters
given by service providers and consumers. Hypothesis testing is used to remove outliers from objective parameters. Subjective parameters are analyzed based on direct
and recommended trust. However, [Lu et al. 2014] does not deal with key issues such
as the credibility and reputation of providers and consumers when dealing with subjective parameters. [Wang et al. 2011] uses the cloud statistical model to deal with
quality of service uncertainty. [Chen et al. 2013] uses collaborative filtering to predict
current quality of service values based on the past quality of service evaluations from
users. However, both [Wang et al. 2011] and [Chen et al. 2013] use uncertainty for
service selection not for reputation and trust establishment.
8. CONCLUSION

We have presented a trust estimation model (sCARE) for services-based environments.
The proposed model incorporates the uncertainty and fuzziness of trust to provide
a more holistic assessment. Our solution is extensible and can be deployed in other
contexts and can integrate various functions seamlessly (e.g., the credibility function
can be replaced if a better alternative is found). We have focused on a Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) environment where Web services can act as both consumers (i.e., requesters)
and providers of services without the need of a trusted third party. We have also conducted extensive experiments to cover a number of real-world scenarios, and to verify
the proposed model. Results from the experiments exhibit strong evidence that our
approach estimates provider trust in a fairly accurate manner. A comparative study
with similar prior works is also presented to validate sCARE’s applicability.
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